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Abstract
The KP equation with self-consistent sources (KPESCS) is treated in the framework
of the constrained KP equation. This offers a natural way to obtain the Lax representa-
tion for the KPESCS. Based on the conjugate Lax pairs, we construct the generalized
binary Darboux transformation with arbitrary functions in time t for the KPESCS
which, in contrast with the binary Darboux transformation of the KP equation, pro-
vides a non-auto-Ba¨cklund transformation between two KPESCSs with different de-
grees. The formula for N-times repeated generalized binary Darboux transformation
is proposed and enables us to find the N-soliton solution and lump solution as well as
some other solutions of the KPESCS.
Keywords: KP equation with self-consistent sources(KPESCS), conjugate Lax pairs,
Darboux transformation(DT), N-soliton solution, lump solution
1 Introduction
Soliton equations with self-consistent sources (SESCSs) are important models in many
fields of physics, such as hydrodynamics, solid state physics, plasma physics, etc. [1-7].
Until now, much development has been made in the study of SESCS. For example, in (1+1)-
dimensional case, some SESCSs such as the KdV, modified KdV, nonlinear Schrodinger,
AKNS and Kaup-Newell hierarchies with self-consistent sources were solved by the inverse
scattering method [1,2,3,6-10]. Recently, generalized binary Darboux transformations with
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arbitrary functions in time t for some (1+1)-dimensional SESCSs , which offer a non-auto-
Ba¨cklund transformation between two SESCSs with different degrees of sources, have been
constructed and can be used to obtain N-soliton solution [11-13]. But in (2+1)-dimensional
case, less results to the SESCSs have been obtained. The KP equation with self-consistent
sources (KPESCS) arose in some physical models describing the interaction of long and short
waves and the soliton solution of it was first found by Mel’nikov [14, 15]. However, since the
explicit time part of the Lax representation of the KPESCS was not found, the method to
solve the KPESCS by inverse scattering transformation in [14, 15] was quite complicated.
Recently, N-soliton solution of the KPESCS was obtained by Hirota method in [16]. In
this paper, we treat the constrained KP hierarchy as the stationary equations of the KP
hierarchy with self-consistent sources. This gives a natural way to find the Lax pair for the
KPESCS. Using the conjugate Lax pairs, we construct the generalized binary Darboux trans-
formation with arbitrary functions in time t for the KPESCS. In contrast with the binary
Darboux transformation for the KP equation which offers Ba¨cklund transformation, this
transformation provides a non-auto-Ba¨cklund transformation between two KPESCSs with
different degrees of sources. Some interesting solutions of KPESCS such as soliton solution,
lump solution and mixture solution of exponential and rational solutions are obtained by
this generalized Darboux transformation.
The paper will be organized as follows. We recall some facts about the Darboux trans-
formation for the KP equation in the next section. In section 3, through the pseudo-
differential operator (PDO) formalism we reveal the relation between the KP hierarchy with
self-consistent sources and the constrained KP hierarchy. Then the conjugate Lax pairs of
the KP hierarchy with self-consistent sources can be obtained naturally. Using the conjugate
Lax pairs, we can construct the generalized Darboux transformations with arbitrary func-
tions in time for KPESCS and find some interesting solutions of the KPESCS. In Section 4,
the N-times repeated generalized Darboux transformation will be constructed by which the
N-soliton solution and some other solutions can be obtained.
2 The Darboux transformation for the KP equation
We first give a simple description of the KP hierarchy within the framework of the Sato
theory (see [20, 21]). Let us consider the following pseudo-differential operator(PDO)
L = ∂ + u0∂
−1 + u1∂
−2 + ..., (2.1)
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where ∂ denotes ∂
∂x
, and uj, j = 0, 1, ... are functions. Denote Bm = (L
m)+ for ∀m ∈ N
where (Lm)+ represents the projection of L
m to its pure differential part. Then the KP
hierarchy has the following Lax representation (zero-curvature representation)
(Bn)tk − (Bk)tn + [Bn, Bk] = 0, n, k ≥ 2. (2.2)






ψ+tk = −(Bk)∗ψ+, (2.4a)
ψ+tn = −(Bn)∗ψ+. (2.4b)
When k = 2, n = 3 and under the following transformation
u = 2u0, t = −1
4
t3, y = αt2, (2.5)
we get the simplest and most important equation in the hierarchy (2.2), the KP equation
(ut + 6uux + uxxx)x + 3α
2uyy = 0, (2.6)
which appears in physical application in two different forms with α = 1 and α = i, usually
referred to as the KPI and KPII equation [17]. Under the transformation (2.5), we obtain
the conjugate Lax pairs of (2.6) respectively from (2.4) and (2.3) as follows
αψ+y = −ψ+xx − uψ+, (2.7a)
ψ+t = A







−(u)ψ−, A−(u) = −4∂3 − 6u∂ − 3(ux + α∂−1uy). (2.8b)
From (2.7) and (2.8), we can construct three types of Darboux transformations for the
KP equation (2.6).
(1)The forward Darboux transformation for the KP equation.
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Assume that u be a solution of the KP equation (2.6) and denote a fixed solution of (2.7)
by ψ+1 = ψ
+
1 (x, y, t). The forward Darboux transformation for (2.7) is given by [19]




u[+1] = u+ 2∂2lnψ+1 . (2.9b)
So u[+1] is a new solution of the KP equation (2.6). Substituting (2.9) into (2.7b), we have



















(2)The backward Darboux transformation for the KP equation.
Assume that u be a solution of the KP equation (2.6) and denote a fixed solution of (2.8)
by ψ−2 = ψ
−
2 (x, y, t). The backward Darboux transformation for the system (2.7) is defined
by





u[−1] = u+ 2∂2lnψ−2 , (2.11b)













no arbitrary function of y and t, only numerical constant if we impose some suitable boundary
condition on the integrand functions f1 and f2 at x = −∞ or x = ∞. For arbitrariness of
the constants in the Darboux transformations such as a1 here, in our computation later, the
integral constants are taken to be zero.



















(3)The binary Darboux transformation for the KP equation.
When the backward Darboux transformation and forward Darboux transformation are
applied consecutively to the system (2.7), we can get the binary DT as follows



























, aj, j = 1, 2 are arbitrary constants.
Remark: To system (2.8), we can define the forward DT, backward DT and binary DT for
it analogously. We list the results here:
Forward DT of (2.8),




u→ u[−1] = u+ 2∂2lnψ−2 , (2.14b)
backward DT of (2.8),





u→ u[+1] = u+ 2∂2lnψ+1 , (2.15b)
Binary DT of (2.8),























, aj , j = 2, 3 are arbitrary constants.
3 The Darboux transformation for the KP equation
with self-consistent sources
We first recall the constrained KP hierarchy (more details can be referred to [22-26] and
the references therein). For the pseudo-differential operator L given by (2.1), if we impose











the n-constrained KP hierarchy is defined as follows
(Ln)tk = [Bk, L
n], (3.1a)
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(qj)tk = Bkqj , (3.1b)
(rj)tk = −B∗krj , j = 1, ..., m. (3.1c)
If the term (Bk)tn is added to the right hand side of equation (3.1a), we get the KP
hierarchy with self-consistent sources as
(Bk)tn − (Ln)tk + [Bk, Ln] = 0, (3.2a)
(qj)tk = Bkqj , (3.2b)
(rj)tk = −B∗krj , j = 1, ..., m. (3.2c)
If the variable ”tn” is viewed as the evolution variable, the n-constrained KP hierarchy
(3.1) may be considered as the stationary case (i.e. (Bk)tn = 0) of the KP hierarchy with
self-consistent sources (3.2). Under the condition (3.2b) and (3.2c), we naturally get the













ψ+tk = −B∗kψ+, (3.4a)







When k = 2, n = 3, under the transformation (2.5) and Ψj = −rj , Φj = qj , we will get
the KPESCS [14] from (3.2) as follows




2uyy = 0, (3.5a)
αΦj,y = Φj,xx + uΦj , (3.5b)
αΨj,y = −Ψj,xx − uΨj, j = 1, ..., m, (3.5c)
and its conjugate Lax pairs from (3.4) and (3.3) respectively as follows



























From the conjugate Lax pairs for KPESCS (3.5), we can also construct the forward DT,
backward DT and binary DT for it.
Theorem 3.1 Assume u,Φ1, ...,Φm,Ψ1, ...,Ψm be the solution of the KPESCS (3.5) and ψ
+
1
satisfies (3.6), then the forward Darboux transformation for (3.6) can be defined by




u[+1] = u+ 2∂2lnψ+1 , (3.8b)





Ψj[+1] = Ψj,x −
ψ+1,x
ψ+1
Ψj, j = 1, ..., m. (3.8d)
Namely, u[+1], ψ+[+1], Ψj[+1], Φj [+1], j = 1, ..., m, satisfy (3.5) and (3.6).
Proof: Based on the results in the previous section, it is obvious that (3.5b), (3.5c) and















































= A+(u[+1])ψ+[+1] + T+m(Ψ[+1],Φ[+1])ψ
+[+1]. (3.9)
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By simple computation, we can prove that equality (2.10) still holds now, so we only

















In fact, we have

















































































































































= the l.h.s. of (3.10)
(3.12)
This completes the proof.
Theorem 3.2 Assume u,Φ1, ...,Φm,Ψ1, ...,Ψm be a solution of the KPESCS (3.5) and ψ
−
2
satisfies (3.7), then the backward DT for (3.6) is defined by






u[−1] = u+ 2∂2lnψ−2 , (3.13b)









, j = 1, ..., m, (3.13d)
where a4 is an arbitrary constant, namely u[−1], ψ+[−1], Ψj [−1], Φj [−1], j = 1, ..., m,
satisfy (3.5) and (3.6).
Proof: It is obvious that (3.5b),(3.5c) and (3.6a) hold under the transformation (3.13). So
































= A+(u[−1])ψ+[−1] + T+m(Ψ[−1],Φ[−1])ψ+[−1].
(3.14)











































In fact, we have













































































= the r.h.s. of (3.16). (3.17)
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This completes the proof.
From Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, we can obtain the binary Darboux transformation
for the system (3.6) by choosing a4 = 0, ψ
+






(C is a constant) as follows






































, j = 1, ..., m. (3.18d)
Substituting (3.18) into equation (3.6b) gives the equality
ψ+[−1,+1]t = A+(u[−1,+1])ψ+[−1,+1] + T+m(Ψ[−1,+1],Φ[−1,+1])ψ+[−1,+1]. (3.19)



























































≡ ∑2j=0Lj [C + ∫ ψ−2 ψ+1 dx]−j.
(3.20)
By a tedious computation, the right hand side of (3.19) is displayed to be a polynomial of













Since (3.19) holds for arbitrary constant C and Lj , Rj never contain C, we have
Lj = Rj, j = 0, 1, 2 and Rj = 0, j = 3, 4.
If we replace C in (3.18) by C(t), an arbitrary function in t, and substitute equations
(3.18) into both sides of the equations of (3.6) again, we will find that (3.6a) is also covariant















−j any more. In
other words, (3.6b) does not covariant w.r.t. (3.18) any longer when C replaced by C(t). In
fact we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.3 Given u,Ψ1, ...,Ψm,Φ1, ...,Φm a solution of the KPESCS (3.5) and let ψ
+
1
and ψ−2 be solutions of the system (3.6) and (3.7) respectively, then the transformation with
C(t), an arbitrary function in t defined by



























































transforms (3.5b), (3.5c) and (3.6) respectively into
αΦj [−1,+1]y = Φj [−1,+1]xx + u[−1,+1]Φj[−1,+1], (3.22a)
αΨj[−1,+1]y = −Ψj [−1,+1]xx − u[−1,+1]Ψj[−1,+1], j = 1, ..., m+ 1, (3.22b)
αψ+[−1,+1]y = −ψ+[−1,+1]xx − u[−1,+1]ψ+[−1,+1], (3.22c)
ψ+[−1,+1]t = A+(u[−1,+1])ψ+[−1,+1]+T+m+1(Ψ[−1,+1],Φ[−1,+1])ψ+[−1,+1]. (3.22d)
So u[−1,+1], Ψ1[−1,+1], ..., Ψm+1[−1,+1], Φ1[−1,+1], ..., Φm+1[−1,+1] is a solution of
the KPESCS (3.5) with degree m+ 1.
Proof: Equations (3.22a), (3.22b) and (3.22c) hold obviously. We only need to prove (3.22d).
Substituting (3.21a) into the left hand side of (3.22d), we have










































































In fact, we have

































































































= the r.h.s of (3.24)
(3.25)
This completes the proof.
Remark:
(1). For system (3.7), the DTs described in this section can also be constructed, we omit
the results here.
(2). (3.21b)-(3.21e) offer us a non-auto-Ba¨cklund transformation between two KPESCSs
with degrees m and m + 1 respectively. This DT can be used to construct solutions of the
KPESCS (3.5).
Example 1: single-soliton solution of KPI equation with self-consistent sources (KPIESCS).
If we set α = i in equation (3.5), we get the KPIESCS [15]
[ut + 6uux + uxxx + 8
m∑
j=1
(ΦjΨj)x]x − 3uyy = 0, (3.26a)
iΦj,y = Φj,xx + uΦj , (3.26b)
iΨj,y = −Ψj,xx − uΨj, j = 1, ..., m. (3.26c)

















where β(t) is an arbitrary function in t. Then ψ+1 = e
ω+θ, ψ−2 = e
−ω+θ where
ω = −iνx + i(µ2 − ν2)y + 4i(3µ2ν − ν3)t, θ = µx+ 2µνy − 4(µ3 − 3µν2)t.
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The single-soliton solution of the KPIESCS (3.26) with m = 1 is given by












Ψ1[−1,+1] = Φ1[−1,+1] = aeωsech(θ − β(t)). (3.28c)
We can compare the results above with those in [15].
Case 1: If we set
θ − β(t) = µx+ 2µνy − 4(µ3 − 3µν2)t− β(t) = µ(x+ 2νy − τt),
then
β(t) = [τ − 4(µ2 − 3ν2)]µt,
β˙(t) = µ[τ − 4(µ2 − 3ν2)],







[τ − 4(µ2 − 3ν2)], (3.29)
which gives the relation of the parameters a, τ, µ, ν appearing in the solution (3.28). The
solution (3.28) together with (3.29) is also obtained in [15].
Case 2: More generally, if we set
θ − β(t) = µ(x+ 2νy − f(t)),
then
f(t) = 4(µ2 − 3ν2)t+ β(t)
µ
,
then the relation identity of the parameters is
df
dt
(t) = 4(µ2 − 3ν2) + β˙(t)
µ
= 4(µ2 − 3ν2) + 4µ−2a2, (3.30)
which is also given in [15].
From Case 1 and Case 2, we see that the solutions obtained through the generalized
binary DT are consistent with those in [15], and the method used here is more natural and
simple.
Example 2: lump solution (rational solution) of the KPIESCS.
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We take u = 0, Φ1 = Ψ1 = 1 as the initial solution of (3.26) with m = 1 and let






t, ψ−2 = ψ
+
1 , k ∈ C.
Set k = µ+ iν, µ, ν ∈ R, then
ψ+1 = e





θ1 = µx−2µνy−4µ(µ2−3ν2)t+ 4µ
µ2 + ν2
t, θ2 = νx+(µ
2− ν2)y−4ν(3µ2− ν2)t− 4ν
µ2 + ν2
t,
α1 = x− 2νy − 12(µ2 − ν2)t− 4 µ
2 − ν2
(µ2 + ν2)2
t, α2 = 2µy − 24µνt+ 8µν
(µ2 + ν2)2
t.






2 dx = 2∂


































Example 3: single-soliton solution of the KPII equation with self-consistent sources (KPI-
IESCS).
If we set α = 1 in equation (3.5), we get the KPIIESCS [16]
[ut + 6uux + uxxx + 8
m∑
j=1
(ΦjΨj)x]x + 3uyy = 0, (3.32a)
Φj,y = Φj,xx + uΦj, (3.32b)
Ψj,y = −Ψj,xx − uΨj, j = 1, ..., m. (3.32c)






1t = eξ1 , ψ−2 = e
k2x+k22y−4k
3






where β(t) is an arbitrary function in t. The single-soliton solution of the KPIIESCS (3.32)
with m = 1 is given by
































4 The N-times Repeated Generalized Binary Darboux
transformation for the KPESCS
Assuming f1, ..., fn are n arbitrary solutions of (3.6), g1, ..., gn are n arbitrary solutions
of (3.7), C1(t), ..., Cn(t) are n arbitrary functions in t, we define the following Wronskians:
W1(f1, ..., fn; g1, ..., gn;C1(t), ..., Cn(t)) = det(Un×n),
W2(f1, ..., fn; g1, ..., gn−1;C1(t), ..., Cn−1(t)) = det(Vn×n),
W3(f1, ..., fn−1; g1, ..., gn;C1(t), ..., Cn−1(t)) = det(Xn×n),
(4.1)
where
Ui,j = δi,jCi(t) +
∫
gifjdx, i, j = 1, ..., n, (4.2a)
Vi,j = δi,jCi(t) +
∫
gifjdx, i = 1, ..., n− 1, j = 1, ..., n; Vn,j = fj, j = 1, ..., n, (4.2b)
Xi,j = δi,jCi(t) +
∫
gjfidx, i = 1, ..., n− 1, j = 1, ..., n; Xn,j = gj, j = 1, ..., n. (4.2c)
Lemma 4.1 Assume ψ+, ψ+1 , ..., ψ
+
N are solutions of (3.6) and ψ
−, ψ−N+1, ..., ψ
−
N+N are so-
lutions of (3.7). For notation simplicity, we denote ψ+l+k[l] = ψ
+
l+k[−l,+l], ψ−N+l+k[l] =
ψ−N+l+k[−l,+l], 0 ≤ l ≤ N , 1 ≤ k ≤ N − l. Then
W1(ψ
+






























































Proof: According to (3.21), we have


























By definition (4.2a) and equations (4.4), we have
W1(ψ
+
m[m− 1], ..., ψ+m+k[m− 1];ψ−N+m[m− 1], ..., ψ−N+m+k[m− 1];Cm(t), ..., Cm+k(t))





ψ+m−1+j [m− 1]ψ−N+m−1+i[m− 1]dx
= δi,jCm−1+i(t) +
∫
ψ+m−1+j [m− 2]ψ−N+m−1+i[m− 2]dx− 1Cm−1(t)+∫ ψ+m−1[m−2]ψ−N+m−1[m−2]dx
(
∫
ψ+m−1+j [m− 2]ψ−N+m−1[m− 2]dx)(
∫
ψ+m−1[m− 2]ψ−N+m−1+i[m− 2]dx)














m[m− 1], ..., ψ+m+k[m− 1];ψ−N+m[m− 1], ..., ψ−N+m+k[m− 1];Cm(t), ..., Cm+k(t)) =∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Cm(t) + a1,1 − ba1,0a0,1 a1,2 − ba1,0a0,2 · · · a1,k+1 − ba1,0a0,k+1









Cm(t) + a1,1 a1,2 · · · a1,k+1









a1,0 a1,2 · · · a1,k+1









Cm(t) + a1,1 a1,0 · · · a1,k+1





ak+1,1 ak+1,0 · · · Cm+k(t) + ak+1,k+1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
− · · · − ba0,k+1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Cm(t) + a1,1 a1,2 · · · a1,k a1,0










Cm−1(t) + a0,0 a0,1 a0,2 · · · a0,k+1
















So the formula (4.3a) holds. The formulas (4.3b) and (4.3c) can be proved similarly.
This completes the proof.
Theorem 4.1 Assume that u,Ψ1, · · · ,Ψm,Φ1, · · · ,Φm is a solution of the KPESCS (3.5),






N+N are solutions of (3.6) and (3.7) respectively, C1(t), ..., CN(t)
are N arbitrary functions in t. Then the N-times repeated generalized binary Darboux trans-
formation for (3.6) is given by
ψ+[−N,+N ] = W2(ψ
+





N+N ;C1(t), ..., CN(t))
W1(ψ
+






N+N ;C1(t), ..., CN(t))
, (4.7a)
u[−N,+N ] = u+ 2∂2lnW1(ψ+1 , ..., ψ+N ;ψ−N+1, ..., ψ−N+N; C1(t), ...,CN(t)), (4.7b)
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Ψl[−N,+N ] = −
W2(ψ
+






N+N ;C1(t), ..., CN(t))
W1(ψ
+






N+N ;C1(t), ..., CN(t))
, (4.7c)
Φl[−N,+N ] = −
W3(ψ
+






N+N ,Φl;C1(t), ..., CN(t))
W1(ψ
+






N+N ;C1(t), ..., CN(t))






































































j = 1, · · · , N.
(4.7f)
Namely,
αΨ+j [−N,+N ]y = −Ψ+j [−N,+N ]xx − u[−N,+N ]Ψ+j [−N,+N ], (4.8a)
αΦ−j [−N,+N ]y = Φ−j [−N,+N ]xx + u[−N,+N ]Φ−j [−N,+N ], j = 1, ..., m+N, (4.8b)
αψ+[−N,+N ]y = −ψ+[−N,+N ]xx − u[−N,+N ]ψ+[−N,+N ], (4.8c)
ψ+[−N,+N ]t = A+(u[−N,+N ])ψ+[−N,+N ]+T+m+N (Ψ[−N,+N ],Φ[−N,+N ])ψ+[−N,+N ].
(4.8d)
So u[−N,+N ], Ψj[−N,+N ], Φj [−N,+N ], j = 1, ..., m+N satisfy the KPESCS (3.5) with
degree (m+N).
Proof: For notation simplicity, we denote ψ+[−l,+l], u[−l,+l], Ψi[−l,+l], Φi[−l,+l] by
ψ+[l], u[l], Ψi[l], Φi[l] respectively, 0 ≤ l ≤ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ m+N . By (3.21) and (4.3),















































































so (4.7a) holds, Similarly we can prove (4.7c) and (4.7d) hold,
u[N ] = u[N − 1] + 2∂2ln(CN(t) +
∫
ψ+N [N− 1]ψ−N+N[N− 1]dx)
= u[N − 1] + 2∂2lnW1(ψ+N [N− 1];ψ−N+N[N− 1]; CN(t))



















= u[N − 2] + 2∂2lnW1(ψ+N−1[N− 2], ψ+N [N− 2];ψ−N+N−1[N− 2], ψ−N+N[N− 2];
CN−1(t), CN(t))
= · · ·
= u+ 2∂2lnW1(ψ
+
1 , · · · , ψ+N ;ψ−N+1, · · · , ψ−N+N; C1(t), · · · ,CN(t)),
so (4.7b) holds.
From (3.21a) and (3.21e), we have
ψ+j [j] = ψ
+
j [j−1]−
ψ+j [j − 1]
∫
ψ+j [j − 1]ψ−N+j[j − 1]dx
Cj(t) +
∫




j [j − 1]
Cj(t) +
∫








j [j − 1]
Cj(t) +
∫


























































































































so (4.7e) holds. In a similar way we can prove (4.7f) holds. This completes the proof.
Remark:
(1). If C1(t), · · · , CN(t) are replaced by N arbitrary constants C1, . . . , CN , then (4.7)
gives the N -times repeated Darboux transformation for (3.18).
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(2). The N -times repeated generalized binary Darboux transformation (4.7) provides
a non-auto Ba¨cklund transformation between two KPESCSs with degrees m and (m + N)
respectively. We now use this to construct some interesting solutions for the KPESCS.
Example 4: (Degenerate case)
When some Cj(t) in (4.7) are chosen to be arbitrary numerical constants Cj, we can get
the some interesting solutions for the KPESCS (3.5) in the degenerate case (”degenerate”
means the number of soliton is larger than the degree of the equation). In the following, we
will take the KPIIESCS (3.32) for example and choose u = 0 as the initial solution of it with
m = 0.
Example 4.1: two-soliton solution of the KPIIESCS.
Take
ψ+i = e
ηi , ψ−2+i = e
θi, i = 1, 2,




e2β(t), C2(t) ≡ c
k2 + l2
,
where β(t) is an arbitrary function in t and c is an arbitrary constant. From (4.7b), (4.7e)
















































(1 + eθ1+η1−2β(t) + eθ2+η2+ξ0 + (k1−k2)(l1−l2)
(k2+l1)(k1+l2)
eθ1+θ2+η1+η2−2β(t)+ξ0)]
= 2∂2ln[1 + eθ1+η1−2β(t) + eθ2+η2+ξ0 + (k1−k2)(l1−l2)
(k2+l1)(k1+l2)
eθ1+θ2+η1+η2−2β(t)+ξ0 ],








































































Ψ2[−2,+2] = Φ2[−1,+2] = 0.
In a similar way, for ∀N,m ∈ N, N > m, when Cj(t), j = 1, ..., m are taken to be
arbitrary functions in t and Cj(t), j = m+ 1, ..., N are taken to be numerical constants, we
can get the N -soliton solution of (3.32) with degree m.
Example 4.2: mixture of the exponential and rational solutions of the KPIIESCS.
When take
ψ+1 = e
ζ(x− 2qy − 12q2t), ψ+2 = eζ , ζ = qx− q2y − 4q3t, q ∈ R,
ψ−3 = e




e2β(t), C2(t) ≡ c
q + k
,
where β(t) is an arbitrary function in t and c is a constant, we will get another solution
(mixture of the exponential and rational solutions) of the KPIIESCS with degree m = 1 as
follows







x− 2qy − 12q2t+ 1
k+q
eζ+ξ+ξ0








x+ 2ky − 12k2t+ 1
k+q
eζ+ξ+ξ0




where ξ0 = −lnc, r = (x+ 2ky − 12k2t− 1k+q )(x− 2qy − 12q2t− 1k+q ) + 1(k+q)2 .
Example 5: (Nondegenerate case) N-soliton solution.
Take the case of α = i for example. We take u = 0 as the initial solution of (3.26) with




j t, ψ−N+j = ψ
+




e2βj(t), j = 1, · · · , N,
where βj(t) are arbitrary functions in t. Then the formulas (4.7b), (4.7e) and (4.7f) give the
N -soliton solution of the KPIESCS (3.26) with degree N .
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